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From The Director
End of an error

Wayne Jenkins
Executive Director

A

s the Bush-Cheney administration is replaced on the
national political scene, it leaves behind a sad legacy with
respect to its environmental policies. Beginning with Cheney’s
secretive energy task force comprised only of executives of
the oil industry in 2001, and continuing through the last
days of 2008 with the rewriting of regulations that will make
mountaintop removal easier, the administration abandoned
any concern for conservation that once marked Republican
administrations such as those of Eisenhower and Roosevelt.
Their disregard for the environment was best exemplified by
a Cheney remark that “conservation was a personal virtue
and not the basis for a national environmental policy.” Bush
appointed a former timber lobbyist, Mark Rey, to the subCabinet post that oversees the U.S. Forest Service, responsible
for managing the public’s 194 million acres of public forest
land. At Rey’s behest, the Forest Service immediately began
rewriting rules and regulations with the aim of reducing public
involvement and environmental review of forest management
decisions and practices. One of the hallmarks of the Rey era
was the overturning of the Roadless Rule. In the late 1990s
the agency under Dale Bosworth recognized that the 380,000
miles of existing Forest Service roads that reached well over
140 million acres of land were in terrible condition and
causing severe environmental damage. Senior engineers within
the Forest Service came to the sober realization that they would
never have enough appropriated money to maintain their
existing road network much less any additional roads. With
these facts in mind and recognizing that the vast majority of
Americans did not want more roads on public lands, the Forest
Service in the last years of the Clinton administration proposed
the Roadless Rule.
In its simplest form, it forbade any new road construction on
58 million acres of remote rugged Forest Service land. Over
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600 public hearings were held around the country over a two
year period and millions of Americans submitted written
comments on the rule. About 80 percent of the comments
submitted were in favor of the rule, in the largest outpouring
of public support for a rule change in our nation’s history.
Despite all of this the Bush administration under Rey
immediately revoked the rule with no public hearings and
replaced it with a bizarre and unwieldy plan that would have
required the governors of the various states to petition the
administration for protection of roadless areas within their
states. This action was challenged in court by conservation
organizations and in 2006 a federal magistrate ruled the BushRey rule illegal. Recently a federal judge in Wyoming ruled
that the original Clinton era Roadless Rule was illegal leaving
the whole matter in legal limbo as a new administration takes
over the reins.
Thanks to the tenacity of the conservation community,
however, the net effect of all the Bush-Rey effort was only
eight miles of new roads being built in roadless areas in eight
years. Georgia ForestWatch has carefully monitored the
63,000 acres of roadless areas on the Chattahoochee National
Forest and has turned back one attempt to intrude into the
Mountaintown Roadless area. As Mark Rey moves off the
scene it is heartening that his major priority for the past eight
years was a complete failure. The conservation community
should pat itself on the back. n

Chattooga boating update

B

y the time you read this, several possibilities might have
occurred regarding the U.S. Forest Service’s review of proposals to
permit boating on the 21 miles of the Upper Chattooga River:
a) The agency finally will have issued a final recommendation for
permitting some limited boating, limited as to times of year,
numbers of boats and stretches of these headwaters. This would
follow the preliminary recommendation made by the agency
last summer.
b) The Forest Service will perhaps decide to continue the ban on
boating on this part of the Wild and Scenic river. (Not very
likely.)
c) The agency will not have issued a final decision at all, and would
apparently be conducting further internal review of its plans.
Originally expected in December, the agency’s decision was kicked
over into 2009 at the last minute. “Our timeline has slipped for
several reasons,” Jerome Thomas, forest supervisor for the Sumter
National Forest, announced on December 19. “We’re working hard
to complete our work, but we won’t be releasing our final decision
until next year.”
So, we wait, like everyone else who has been waiting for this long,
drawn-out process to reach its next phase.
What Georgia ForestWatch does know is that it is still committed
to the position that it has held all along during the past three years
– that there are good and valid environmental reasons to continue
the 30-year-plus prohibition on all boating on this pristine and very
wild stretch of water, which include the Chattooga Cliffs, Big Bend,
the Rock Gorge inventoried roadless areas and the Ellicott Rock
Wilderness.
During the last comment period, ending August 18, we were joined
by an impressive array of like-minded conservation organizations,
including Wilderness Watch, the Georgia and North Carolina
chapters of the Sierra Club, the Georgia Wildlife Federation, and
the Western North Carolina Alliance in seriously questioning the
Forest Service’s preliminary plans.
Additional, various member organizations of the Georgia
Environmental Action Network, including Altamaha Riverkeeper,
Center for Sustainable Coast, Georgia Conservancy and Southern
Alliance for Clean Energy, urged their individual members to file
comments seeking a non-boating future for these headwaters.
Opposing views are still being pushed primarily by the American
Whitewater lobby group.
Whatever further decision is handed down by the agency, stay
tuned. This controversy is not yet over. And whatever “final
decision” is issued by the Forest Service, it is subject to possible
administrative appeal. n
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Inquiry into biomass utilization for the
production of goods and energy, Part 2 of 2
by Darren Wolfgang : Georgia ForestWatch Forest Ecologist
Did you miss Part 1? Read it at www.gafw.org/
newsletters/2008fall_newsletter.pdf
Research and Science:
CASE 1 –
A study conducted by Silkworth and Grigal, 1982,
explored the impacts of whole tree harvest on trembling
aspen stands in Minnesota. This study proved that the
leaves of aspen hold high quantities of N and P, and that
the bark held high levels of Ca. This case example was
critical in illustrating the need to assess nutrient inputs and
losses associated from exporting wood products from an
ecosystem.
The study also found that it took the following length of
time in years to replenish the nutrients lost due to whole
tree harvesting operations:
N = 48 years, P= 18 years, K= 24 years, Mg= 118 years
For Ca or Calcium the study concluded “The normal
leaching loss of Ca is approximately balanced by inputs;
therefore the loss of Ca in harvested biomass and accelerated
leaching cannot be replenished.” This basically means that
when Ca is gone, it’s gone, period, unless one manually
“limes” the soil; hence the necessity of keeping it on site.
CASE 2 –
According to a collaborative study between USFS
Southern Research Station and Louisiana State University
entitled: “Energy trade-offs between intensive biomass
utilization, site productivity loss, and ameliorative
treatments in loblolly pine plantations” conducted by
(Scott and Dean, 2004) “Harvesting tree crowns in addition
to the merchantable bole had a negative impact (18%)
on pine biomass accumulation by age 7-10 years on 15 of
19 research blocks.” This study also suggested that sites
with lower fertility to begin with, would in fact yield the
greatest loss in productivity, due to the fact the land was
marginal to begin with.
Confirmation of the fact that tree crowns, fine branches,
and foliage contain high quantities of nutrients is found
in the following passage: “However, tree crowns and smalldiameter trees contain a disproportionately greater quantity
of site nutrients compared to their biomass, and the removal
of these small trees and tree crowns may reduce long-term site
productivity.” On numerous occasions throughout this
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study there is heavy emphasis on fertilization to offset the negative
impacts on site productivity caused by nutrient loss.
It would seem that if land is to be used in an agricultural fashion, it
should be managed in that fashion. Take for example a field dedicated
to the production of some type of silage (corn or hay for example); If the
land was repeatedly used for production and no fertilizer or nutrient
amendments were applied, over the course of several crop harvests one
would expect to produce less and less silage.
CASE 3 –
Table 8-9 and 8-10 (below) are taken from “Forest Measurements”
(Avery and Burkhart, 2002.)
These tables chosen for introduction are based on data collected from
an 11-year-old plantation in Georgia. The tables depict green and
dry weight of plantation grown sycamore trees at varying heights
and diameters. The table reinforces the actual weight of harvested
biomass pre- and post-drying. The numbers in the dry-weight table are
particularly interesting in the fact that a sycamore tree that is 80 feet
tall and 10 inches diameter at breast height only produces 517 pounds
of dry material. To put this amount in perspective the University
(continued on page 6)

Rabun bio-energy
plant secures EPD
air permit
by Joe Gatins : Co-district Leader

T

he state of Georgia issued an air pollution
permit on September 8 of last year to a Virginia firm
establishing a 20-megawatt, wood-fired electricity
co-generation plant on the old Fruit of the Loom
textile mill property in Rabun Gap.
Issuance of the permit by the Air Protection Branch
of the Environmental Protection Division of the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources capped a
months-long review process that involved a public
hearing in Clayton and detailed input from Georgia
ForestWatch.
The co-generation company, headquartered in
Virginia, Multitrade Rabun Gap LLC, began
working on the new equipment early in November.
According to a company spokesman, start-up
activities are scheduled for early June of this year,
with commercial operations estimated to begin by
the end of June. The new power plant is going to
create 20 full-time jobs and promises up to 80 more
seasonal jobs for truck drivers who will be ferrying
woody biomass to the plant’s boiler. About 17
megawatts of the plant’s capacity are to be sold to
Green Power EMC, the consortium of 38 Georgiabased electric member cooperatives interested in
“cleaner and greener” electric power.”
That wood supply, as detailed in the permit, is
limited to “untreated wood biomass from forestry
residue, mill residue and clean urban wood waste,”
thus answering a good bit of the questions posed by
ForestWatch during the permit comment period.
The permit also calls for significant monitoring of
emissions at the plant, and an outside limit of 200
tons of “criteria pollutants” per year, a situation that
we will continue to review with the help of our legal
partner in this process, the Atlanta-based GreenLaw
firm. n

Species spotlight:
Wounded darter, Etheostoma vulneratum
Home: The Toccoa River features Georgia’s only known
population of wounded darters (as well as olive and tangerine
darters). Outside Georgia, wounded darters are found in the
upper Tennessee River system in east Tennessee, North Carolina
and Virginia.
Appearances: No longer than about 3.4 inches. Adult males sport
bright colors, including a green breast, red tail and red spots
along the body and first dorsal fin. Females are a duller brown,
but also have red spots in the first dorsal fin.
Hangouts: Deep runs in moderate to large rivers featuring
boulders and large cobble.
Eats: Mayfly nymphs and tiny aquatic insects like midge larvae.
Rocky start: In spawning, females deposit egg clutches on
undersides of rock ledges. Males defend the eggs, sometimes
deposited by several females, until they hatch. Wounded darters
may live four to five years.
Status: State-listed as endangered. The American Fisheries Society
considered the species vulnerable across its range in a 2008
review of all North American fishes.
Threats: Historically, impoundments destroyed a large amount of
free-flowing, large river habitat throughout the wounded darter’s
range. The species requires un-silted cavities underneath rocks for
spawning, making it ultra-sensitive to sedimentation.
The latest: A summer 2008 study by the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources Wildlife Resources Division found wounded
darters at nine of 29 sites checked, all upstream (or south) of
Lake Blue Ridge, which alters stream flows and temperatures. The
project led by Brett Albanese also cited the destruction of riparian
zone habitats along the Toccoa as cause for concern.
Outlook: The study suggests that the river upstream of Lake Blue
Ridge is critical for wounded and tangerine darters. Albanese
is planning a workshop in spring 2009 to inform Toccoa River
landowners of study findings and conservation needs.
Source: Georgia DNR nongame e-news, December 2008

Virginia Fish and Wildlife Information Service photo
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Inquiry into biomass utilization
(continued from page 4)

of California’s Cooperative extension site lists that California
biomass plants use about 5 million “bone-dry” tons of biomass
per year.
If there are 2,000 pounds in one ton, it will take roughly 3.8 trees
that are 80 feet tall and 10 inches diameter at breast height to
produce one ton of dry biomass. If we continue the calculation,
it will then take about 19 million trees to produce 2 percent
of California’s total electricity output. The Energy Information
Administration produced feasibility models for hypothetical
plants in Tennessee. The level of biomass demand for a single
plant was estimated to be 100,000 to 630,000 dry tons per
year. In order to produce 630,000 dry tons per year it would
require 165,789 of those sycamore trees that are 80 feet tall
and 10 inches diameter at breast height. Some plans for future
biomass utilization facilities indicate that only the tops or “slash”
from harvested trees would be utilized, as well as other “forest
residues,” due to the poor energy efficiency of whole-tree chipping
operations. If only the “slash” or by-products of regional timber
harvesting projects are to be utilized, it is likely that significantly
more trees will be logged in order to produce the same volume
of material from “slash” as from whole tree harvests. The result
of these activities would be the production of an extremely small
percentage of a given state’s supply of electricity.
The California Cooperative extension also addressed additional
concerns about biomass utilization. The issue of proximity of
biomass supply to the utilization facility was addressed as follows:
“The market structure will not support transport of much more than
50 miles from the forest to the biomass power plant.”

Additional considerations:
One final and rather critical area of concern to members of
the public is the issue of air quality preservation. The Georgia
Environmental Protection Division and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency do have regulations already in place to
prohibit burning of OSB (oriented strand board, widely used
in commercial and home construction industries,) and other
types of treated wood waste. It is important to be aware of the
potential negatives that accompany biomass utilization because
current state and federal laws are not adequate to fully address
certain environmental issues. Since biomass utilization facilities
incinerate large quantities of wood, and potentially associated
recycled construction waste, it is likely that some contaminated
materials unintentionally and unknowingly could be burned. It is
difficult to sort every piece of the multiple tons of wood delivered
each day to a given biomass plant. For the general health and well
being of the public it is important to continue to evaluate and
discuss the potential threats that woody biomass projects could
pose to air quality and human health as they may arise.
To date the consequences of burning large quantities of woody
debris, and particularly woody construction scraps, have not
been fully evaluated. Sources of potential biomass that could be
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utilized by some facilities nationally include OSB, which is
held together by resinous compounds that if burned in large
quantity, could reduce air quality in the vicinity of the facility.
The risk of negative health effects is increased if inadequate
emissions- reduction systems are not employed on the
smokestacks of a facility. In most cases, state and federal permit
processes require that wet electrostatic precipitator technology
be employed. The risk for compromising human health and air
quality standards depends largely on the type and source of the
OSB. It is important to note that there are in fact numerous
types and associated methods for producing OSB. The factors
defining the hazard potential of a given type of OSB lie in
the specific type of resins and adhesive materials used during
manufacture. Additional considerations should be made for
the preservatives present in the product and the associated
chemical properties of those preservatives. Unfortunately
not all OSB products are created equal, and it is necessary to
note that OSB products could contain numerous hazardous
substances including: zinc borate, chromate copper arsenate,
and three variants of formaldehyde based compounds. Since
private citizens might consider burning OSB and other treated
wood products in an open pit fire on private property, it is
in the interest of the general public that such materials have
been found to have the following negative health effects. These
effects are those that lead the EPA to pass regulations on the
use, burning, and general disposal of OSB and other related
materials.
According to MSDA-021 (Material Safety Data Sheet) the
following hazard advisory designations for OSB containing
formaldehyde-based compounds have been assigned:
MAK-3B (Substances for which in vitro tests or animal studies
have yielded evidence of carcinogenic effects.)
EPA-B1 (“Environmental Protection Agency- limited evidence
of carcinogenicity from epidemiological studies.)
IARC-2A (International Agency for Research on Cancer –
Probably Carcinogenic to Humans.)
NIOSH-Ca (Nat. Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health – Potential occupational carcinogen, with no further
categorization.)
NTP-R (National Toxicology Program – Reasonably anticipated
to be a carcinogen.)
TLV-A2 (Threshold Limit Value – Suspected Human
Carcinogen.)

Discussion and preliminary conclusions:
Upon assessment of current biomass proposals, it is strongly
advised that additional long-term supply feasibility studies
be conducted. The associated consequences of such actions
on public and private lands, as well as the potential health
hazards to the general public need to be more thoroughly
evaluated. It is necessary to clearly identify the possible negative
environmental, economic, and social impacts in a factual and
objective manner, before any further steps are taken to produce
electricity from forested ecosystems, especially state and
national forestlands. n

Herbicides on our forests
T

he still-evolving policy position of Georgia ForestWatch
is that we support the safe and legal limited use of herbicides
on national forestlands to help the U.S. Forest Service meet
very specific goals, such as eradication of non-native invasive
plants.
Imagine our surprise, last October, when two of our codistrict leaders inadvertently found themselves in the middle
of national forest undergrowth that had just been liberally
sprayed with Arsenal AC, an herbicide whose location
had not been properly posted to notify members of the
public who might pass through the area of application. The
hands, arms, legs and faces of the co-district leaders became
spattered with the blueish-green “surfactant” used to identify
where the spray was applied by Forest Service contractors.
They were left with a metallic or “just not right feeling” in
their mouths.
Subsequent checks with the Chattooga River Ranger District
disclosed that a scheduling conflict had prevented a Forest
Service technician from posting the area against entry, as the
herbicide’s label requires users to do (for 12 hours, in the case
of forestry applications.) The contractors’ employees who
applied the chemical were not geared up to do the posting
themselves because they did not speak (or write) English,
we were informed. The area was being sprayed as part of a
project to “regenerate” native shortleaf pine on the Chattooga
River Ranger District.
The district subsequently promised verbally to ensure that
such areas will be posted properly, even when scheduling
conflicts arise.
Georgia ForestWatch also has made several suggestions to the
agency as it moves to greater use of these noxious chemicals,
particularly in trying to eradicate and better control the
invasives. We are recommending, and asking the Forest
Service to implement, a plan that would:
•
•

•

Permit contract employees to post the spray areas
themselves.
Require the agency to leave the posted warnings up for
a minimum of 48 hours beyond the herbicide label’s
requirements.
Consider leaving the posting notices up indefinitely, as
these are usually made of biodegradable cardboard and
such postings would give better notice to the public

about whether they wanted to enter such areas of our
public forests.
Georgia ForestWatch made the point that some people legally
use the forests for foraging and harvesting of wild fruit and/or
medicinal or edible plants – and might not want to consume or
handle material that had been sprayed, regardless of how long
ago it had been applied. As of this writing, the agency has not
specifically responded to these suggestions.
We also filed a formal complaint about the situation with the
Georgia Department of Agriculture, the agency designated to
receive herbicide and pesticide complaints in the state. The
agency, in a response of January 15, commented that “the
state of Georgia does not require that forestry applications be
posted.” The 12-hour restricted entry interval “only applies to
agricultural workers ....”
What the agency did find as it investigated the incident was that
the contractor whose employees applied the Arsenal herbicide
“was not licensed in the state of Georgia as a contractor, but
only as an “applicator.” The company, identified as Garcia Forest
Service, has since “attained their contractor license, and they are
currently a licensed contractor in Georgia.” n
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Endangered habitats: mountain bogs
by Charlie Seabrook : Board Member

S

everal Georgia ForestWatch members recently made their way
to a remote swath of the Chattahoochee National Forest in Rabun
County to help save one of Georgia’s most endangered habitats – a
mountain bog.
Working alongside state and federal employees and a handful of
members from other conservation groups, ForestWatch volunteers
clipped, whacked and tugged to remove or incapacitate alien plants
threatening to choke out the small wetland known as Hedden
Creek Bog.
The aliens included Japanese knotweed, Montana grass and
Chinese privet -- fast-growing exotics that threaten to crowd out
native bog species such as the yellow-flowered Fraser loosestrife,
which is on Georgia’s protected species list.
While some of the volunteers pulled up privet, others cut off the
seed heads of the Montana grass growing thickly in clumps along
a Forest Service road. Without its seed heads, the grass cannot
spread. The Japanese knotweed -- a fast-growing shrub with hollow
bamboo-like stems -- proved particularly tenacious. A winch had
to be used to pull out several of the plants by their roots.
Because of such run-amok nonnative vegetation and other threats,
mountain bogs like Hedden Creek are some of the “most critically
endangered habitats” in Georgia, said Mincy Moffett of the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources. The situation is of great
concern to wildlife biologists, who say that the bogs are crucial to
the survival of several rare and threatened species.
In addition to Fraser loosestrife, other such species include swamp
pink, Cuthbert’s turtlehead, mountain purple pitcher plant and
Carolina sheep laurel. In particular, mountain bogs harbor the bog
turtle, Georgia’s smallest turtle and its most endangered reptile.
Restoring and protecting the bogs are vital for saving the turtle and
other bog-loving species from extinction, says DNR herpetologist
Thomas Floyd. That’s a major reason why the DNR is aiming to
restore and protect as many of the remaining mountain bogs as
possible.
Ranging from about a half acre to 5 acres in size and covered by
thick carpets of sphagnum moss, “relatively few” high-quality
mountain bogs remain in north Georgia, Moffett said. Several are
8 Georgia ForestWatch

DNR photo

Covered in mud after hours of woody plant removal at Nichols
Bog, Darren Wolfgang, ForestWatch ecologist, was one of several
ForestWatch volunteers who recently assisted the DNR with
mountain bog restoration at two different sites.

within the confines of the Chattahoochee National Forest,
but most are in private ownership.
In addition to Hedden Bog, other top priority sites include
Rock Creek Bog in Fannin County; Nichols Bog in Union
County and Hale Ridge and Keener bogs in Rabun. In
addition, surveys are being conducted to assess the status
of mountain wetlands throughout Rabun, Towns, Union,
Fannin, Gilmer and portions of Murray, Pickens, Dawson,
Lumpkin, White and Habersham counties.
Several factors, such as drainage for agriculture and
homesites, led to the loss of mountain bogs, but the major
reason probably was a drastic decline in beaver populations
from overtrapping and other causes. With their dams and

impoundments, beavers probably were the dominant force in
creating and maintaining the bogs, biologists theorize.
According to the DNR’s “project statement” on mountain
bog restoration: “Historically, it is believed that beaver activity
was perhaps the dominant force in creating and maintaining
mountain bogs. Although beaver ponds per se are not good
mountain bog habitat, they do provide some marginal habitat
around the shallower edges of their impoundments. Once the
beavers abandon the site, the impoundments eventually break
and the pond becomes a mudflat that supports re-colonization of
sphagnum moss and other bog vegetation.”
Other “natural disturbances” that may have helped maintain
mountain bogs in an “early stage of succession,” said the project
statement, included grazing by bison and elk and burning
by natural fire. However, bison and elk no longer roam the
Southern Appalachians, and fire largely has been excluded from
the landscape, the statement said.

relatively low beaver populations at higher altitudes and
steeper gradients, beavers can’t be relied upon to provide
the necessary disturbance for mountain bog creation and
maintenance.”
Therefore, the statement concludes, the managers
responsible for the bog restoration project “need to inject
disturbance into the system using other methods.” Those
methods include manual clearing (such as was done
recently at Hedden bog and Nichols Bog), herbicide use
and prescribed burning.
While manual clearing usually generates little controversy,
there is considerable disagreement over the use of
herbicides and prescribed fire in the forest. As the DNR’s
statement acknowledges: “There are scant studies and
limited data available regarding artificial disturbance/
management treatments (for example, herbicides and fire)
in Southern Appalachian mountain bog systems.” n

Some biologists and foresters have suggested re-establishing
beaver populations in the mountains to help restore and
maintain mountain bogs. The DNR project statement, however,
says that “given the paucity of undisturbed riparian corridors
and wetland bottoms in the Southern Appalachians, and the
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Which way the wind blows
by Bob Smiles : Board Member

T

he beauty and bounty of the Chattahoochee National
Forest have been a mixed blessing. The trees provide solitude
and habitat for a wide range of terrestrial creatures and birds
and, as lumber, serve as an important industrial input. The
streams provide tranquility and some of the most biologically
diverse aquatic habitats in the world and, upon converging
into rivers, serve as critically important sources of drinking
and industrial water. So it is with the air, or more specifically
moving air, or wind. Certain recent studies have identified
mountain ridges in the Chattahoochee as potential areas for the
construction of industrial wind farms.
Wind farms
What is a wind farm? It is a group of wind turbines and
related infrastructure that are designed to generate electricity
by collecting and converting the kinetic energy of the wind.
Windmills? Yes, sort of. Really BIG windmills. The turbine
consists of two main parts, the tower and the blades. The tower
is often over two hundred and fifty feet tall and the blades are
often between one hundred twenty to one hundred sixty feet in
length, giving many turbines a total height of over four hundred
feet.
Although the wind turbines are mostly vertical in nature, they
also possess a significant horizontal footprint, especially during
the construction phase. An area of between one or two acres
or more may need to be clear cut of all trees for each turbine.
Multiply this by the number of turbines, anywhere from a
couple to over one hundred, and then add to this the acreage
of clear cut necessary to construct the miles of transmission
lines and access roads, which, unfortunately, do not usually
follow the same route, and you begin to get a sense of the
footprint. Wind farms can be substantial, sprawling industrial
undertakings, but wind power might be worth it.
Why wind power?
Wind power has many advantages over fossil fuel power. First,
it is renewable. As long as there is weather on the planet, there
will be wind, unlike petroleum, which is finite. Second, it does
not require destructive extraction practices in order to acquire
fuel, unlike coal-fired power plants, which require coal, which
will likely be extracted through the devastating technique of
mountain-top removal. Third, it emits virtually no pollution.
And fourth, it uses almost no water.
In addition, many states, although not yet Georgia, have
adopted Renewable Energy Portfolio Standards, which are
state policies that require electricity providers to obtain a
minimum percentage of their power from renewable energy
sources, such as wind, by a certain date. Furthermore, the
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Peter McIntosh photo, www.mcintoshmountains.com

In the event wind farm projects are proposed on the ChattahoocheeOconee National Forests, ForestWatch will be there to ask the hard
questions about appropriateness of the site and the scale of impact on
land, water, wildlife and people.

Federal Government and some State Governments have provided
significant tax incentives to companies seeking to develop wind
farms. The combination of the Portfolio Standards and the
tax incentives has sparked such a demand for wind turbines
among wind farm developers that earlier this year back orders
for turbines from one of the largest turbine manufacturers were
estimated to be at more than 18 months.
Why wind power on national forestlands?
Geographically speaking, the reason is tied to the history of the
U.S. Forest Service. The agency was established primarily to
address (and going forward, to prevent) the cataclysmic erosion

and flooding that devastated the mountain and downstream
communities when clearcut logging by private companies
left many mountains bare of vegetation. Most of the original
national forest lands were mountainous, and are still mountains.
It is these higher elevation mountain ridges that tend to receive
stronger and more-sustained winds than lower areas, thus, the
interest from those who want to capture this resource.
However, there are many mountain ridges outside our national
forests, so why the focus on them? Politically-speaking, there are
likely two primary reasons. First, Forest Service regulations have
for a long time been interpreted to allow energy development
and related activities to take place on our public lands.
Therefore, it is only natural from that perspective that wind
farm development would fall within that tradition. Second,
recent policy pronouncements and laws, such as the National
Energy Policy Act of 2005, have made it clear that, as part of
its push toward alternative energy technologies, the Federal
Government will make certain public resources available to
speed the conversion. Or, perhaps more cynically, one of the
hallmarks of the current, outgoing Administration has been to
facilitate the energy industry’s exploitation of public lands and
waters. Therefore, these actions can be seen as roads that are
being paved (literally) for the wind power segment of the energy
industry.
Wind farms on the national forests
Although to date no wind farms have been proposed on the
Chattahoochee National Forest, there are a few projects on
national forests in other states, which are in various stages of
consideration. In Vermont, a municipality has submitted the
necessary paperwork to obtain a permit to construct a wind
farm in the Green Mountain National Forest. The Forest Service
released a Draft Environmental Impact Statement for public
comment in September 2008. The municipality will, however,
first need to obtain the required consents from the state’s Public
Service Commission.

The Green Mountain National Forest wind farm project
consists of the following: 72 acres of public land impacts (plus
84 acres of adjacent private land), 17 turbines of approximately
384 feet in height, 5.4 miles of transmission lines, 4.3 miles of
new roads, plus the widening of another 1.2 miles of existing
roads, and an additional four-acre construction staging area.
In Michigan, a subsidiary of BP Alternative Energy intends to
construct a wind farm on the Huron-Manistee National Forest
along the Lake Michigan shoreline. The project will cover
approximately 75 acres, have about twenty-four 420 foot wind
turbines, will require approximately 40 miles of transmission
lines and 14 miles of road construction and renovation, and will
include an area of about five acres for an electrical substation.
The Forest Service is currently holding public hearings on the
project and anticipates releasing a draft Environmental Impact
Statement for public comment by December, 2009.
A couple of projects are currently being considered in and
next to the George Washington National Forest in Virginia
and West Virginia. Little information is currently available
about the projects, but they will likely include large segments
of private land. One of the wind farms may contain as many
as 131 turbines and 18 miles of ridgetop roads. The other
project elicited a letter from the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service suggesting that an alternative location be chosen
due to concerns about the impact of the turbines on certain
populations of bats and birds.
Conclusion
Although there are many benefits to wind power, other
considerations justify taking a slower, more reasoned approach
when a wind farm project is proposed on National Forest lands.
Some of these considerations will be discussed in the next issue
of Forest News together with a review of the possibly-soon-to-befinalized Forest Service regulations related to wind farms. n

District Offices of the Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests
Ranger, Michelle Jones
USFS Conasauga River
Ranger District
3941 Highway 76 • Chatsworth, GA 30705
mjones@fs.fed.us
706-695-6736
Ranger, Alan Polk
USFS Blue Ridge Ranger District
1181 Highway 515
P.O. Box 9 • Blairsville, GA 30512
apolk@fs.fed.us
706-745-6928

Ranger, Dave Jensen
USFS Chattooga River Ranger
District
809 Highway 441 South
Clayton, GA 30525
dwjensen@fs.fed.us
706-782-3320
Ranger, Erin Bronk
USFS Oconee National Forest
1199 Madison Road
Eatonton, GA 31024
ebronk@fs.fed.us
706-485-7110

Forest Service Contacts
George Bain – Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Chattahoochee – Oconee National Forests
1755 Cleveland Highway
Gainesville, GA 30501
gbain@fs.fed.us
770-297-3000
Elizabeth (Liz) Agpaoa – Regional Forester
USDA Forest Service – Region 8
1720 Peachtree Rd., Room 760-S
Atlanta, GA 30341
404-347-4177
Tom Vilsack
Secretary of Agriculture, USDA
James L. Whitten Bldg.
1400 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20250
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ForestWatch Fall Retreat!

Lori Martell photo

One of several educational hikes included this one to the Tatum Lead Trail, where
brothers David and Tom Govus taught the group about illegal ATV activity and plant
identification. L to r: David Govus, Dennis McClure, Jim Poulos, Tom Govus.
Lori Martell photo

Hikers on the herb
walk taste delectably
tangy sumac berries.
L to r: Charlie
Seabrook, Brad
Martell, Annelle
Saunders, herbalist
and hike leader
Patricia Kyritsi
Howell, and Joe
Gatins.

Quentin Bass, USDA Forest Service Archeologist for
the Cherokee National Forest, gave a provocative
keynote address on the natural and cultural history
of the Southern Appalachians according to the
archeological record. Other lodge-based programs
included Jim Costa’s entomology and Patricia Kyritsi
Howell’s medicinal herbs presentations.

Lori Martell photo

Brad Martell photo

Lori Martell photo

After torrential rains Friday night, the
weather cleared just in time for the hikes to
begin on Saturday morning. The sun poked
through as the last mists were rolling away,
creating hauntingly beautiful light in the woods.
12 Georgia ForestWatch

The ForestWatch Fall Retreat is a fun
weekend for adults and children alike.
Here, outreach director Lori Martell
sneeks in a hug for Shiloh, a committed
ForestWatch youth volunteer who
has helped at events and served as a
contributing writer for a ForestWatch Alert.
We love you Shiloh!

Lori Martell photo

Board member, Carol Kemker, moderated
the final session, “New Issues Confronting
Our National Forests,” where we explored
issues such as wind energy, conflict between
recreationists, and biomass for power
generation.

2008 Individual Supporters, Thank You!
Anonymous			
Sheryl Adair
Kenneth Adams		
James Adderholdt Jr.
James Albert		
Eugene & Peggy Alford
Elizabeth Andrew		
Robert Armstrong		
Catherine Ashford		
Doug & Carla Barnes		
Travis & Kathy Barnes		
David & Janet Barnhardt		
Frank & Anne Barron		
Sarah Bartlett		
Ronald L. Bates		
Dreaming Bear
Sheryl Bear		
Charles Beaumont
Thomas Bennett		
Karen Bentley		
David & Jean Bergmark		
Chris Berry
Colin Bessonette
C. Gray Bethea Jr.
Oscar N. Bird
Reis Birdwhistell
James Bishop
Jane & Dameron Black
Nancy Blackadar
Virginia Blades
Joe Blessing
Jim & Peggy Bloom
Dr. Stephen Bloomingdale
Warren & Frances Blye
Richard Bondi		
Dr. Phillip & Cindy Bonner
Sam & Laura Booher
Leonard Borg
Donna Born
Joan & Donald Borzilleri
Dan & Kathy Bowden
Jerry & Minnie Bowden
James Bowie
Jill Bowman
Karen Boyer
Robert Bradford Jr.
Carol Brady
Patricia & Bill Brake
N. C. Brandon
James Breedlove
Kay Breyer
Mike & Sharon Britton
Dr. Emerson D. Brooking		
James & Patsy Brown
Sally Brumbill		
Sherry Bryant			
Julia Buchholz
Annetta Bunch			
Annetta Bunch		
Dr. Robert & Lucinda Bunnen
Claudia Burgess			
David & Cara Busch		
Betty & Elmer Butler		

Emily B. Calhoun			
Rebecca & Thomas Callahan
Jay & Katy Calloway		
Lorna Campbell			
James & Debra Campbell		
Jean & Lewis Caputa		
Pat Carden			
Cathy Carlisi			
David Carswell			
Duval Carter			
Virginia Carter			
Ben Cash			
Rachel Caviness			
Rod & Betsy Chamberlain		
Elaine & Jim Chaney		
Mary Chapman			
Jim Chapman			
Philip L. Cheek			
Dave Cherry			
Billy & Patricia Chism		
Marian H. Christian		
Jen Cleere		
Pam & Roland Clemmons		
Pam & David Clough		
Brad Cole		
L. Neil & Stiles Conrad		
Jerry & Holly Converse		
Steve Cook
Dr. Price & Rogena Cordle		
James Corey			
James & Mary Darlene Couper
Peggy Cowan			
Robert Cox		
Roberta & Mike Crittenden
Terrence & Merry Croft		
Nannette & Christopher Curran
Nellie Currarino			
Bradley Currey Jr.
Andy & Betty Jo Currie		
Larry & Lois Curry			
Dorothy Dabbs			
Edwin & Barbara Dale		
Helen Dalton			
Elizabeth Daly
Betty Daniel			
Herb & Barbara Daniel		
Rennie Davant		
James & Jadwiga Dawson
Jennifer Dawson		
Michael & Karen de Nie
Cornelis & Phyllis de Vente		
Kees & Carol de Vente		
Barbara & Fred Decker
Shirley Dempsey			
Mark & Anna Lisa Derenthal
Marie & Daniel DerVartanian
Susan Dickerson
Mark & Lucy Dickerson		
Douglas & Marsha Doll		
Ted & Lynda Doll			
Hal & Ann Doster			
Marie K. Dunkle			
Lynn Durant			

Marty Dyche		
Dr. Francine Dykes
Eric Eades			
Albert Eagan			
Jacqueline Echols			
Teresa Edgar			
Andy & Melinda Edwards		
Mark & Cecilia Elias		
Ben Emanuel			
Sharon Ennis			
Ken Estes			
Elma W. Ettman			
Susan Eulberg			
Sara Evans		
Dr. John & Martha Ezzard		
Jennifer & Bruce Fabrick		
Hugh Fagen			
Becky & Richard Felker		
Linda Fenner
Robert & Nancy Fichter
Alan Fizer
Sherrie Foley		
Molly Ford		
Betsy Fowler			
Tom Fowler			
Elizabeth M. Fox		
Sarah Francisco			
Brooks & Maureen Franklin
Karen & Frank Fuerst		
Thomas Gaither		
David Gardner
Dr. John & Joy Garrett		
John & Edna Garst		
Fran & Joe Gatins			
Don & Jane Gatley		
Jud Germon			
Annabel Girard			
Ginger Golden			
Andrew Goldstein		
Bobby Goldstein			
William J. Goldstrohm		
Genie & Jamie Goode		
Bill Goodman			
Martha Goodman		
Terri Gordon			
Tom Gorman			
Joseph & Connie Gouge		
Tom Govus			
David Govus			
Gary & Elizabeth Granger		
Pat Grayson			
Marsha Gregorich		
Bruce Griffeth		
John E. Griffin
Matt & Jessica Griffin		
Peg & Michael Griffith
Michelle Hackett		
Cindy Halbkat			
Nedom & Carol Haley		
Doug Hall			
Alan & Anne Hall			
Tom Hall		
Frank Halter			

Joy Hamby			
Elizabeth Hamilton		
Evelyn & Harold Hammontree
Eleanor G. Hand			
Chuck Handte			
Margaret T. Harbin		
Bill & Elizabeth Harbin		
Robert L. Harbin		
Judy Hardy			
Lisa & Walker Harmon		
Rich & Maud Harrelson
Carol Harris		
Dr. Bob & Margaret Hatcher
Richard Hawkins			
Ginny Heckel			
Ralph Heller			
Ann Helton			
Shyla Henderson			
Doug & Ellen Henry		
Neill Herring			
David & Nancy L. Hersh		
Sara Beth Hertwig		
Jeffrey Hetsko			
Jacqueline Heyda		
William P. Hicks III
Joseph R. Hill		
Beckie Hilton		
Elvin & Nancy Hilyer
Andrea & Jim Hinda-Townsend
Robin Hitner			
Joel Hitt
Jennie Hobson			
Carolyn & Tom Hodges		
Laurence Holden			
James & Barbara Holliman		
Patricia Holmes			
Jene & Keith Horne		
Richard & Marcelle Hotaling
Susan Houser			
Shepherd & Sarah Howell		
Bob & Sue Hughes		
Melissa & Duncan Hughes		
Steven Hurder			
Jeff Hurley		
Jake Hutchins			
Brock & Patty Hutchins
Mrs. Katie Hutchison
April Ingle
Angelique Jackson		
Mitchell B. Jacoby
Darleen Jarman		
Priscilla & Raymond Jenkins
Alan Jenkins			
Wayne & Lori Jenkins		
A. Felton & Julie Jenkins		
E. Alan Johnson			
Roger & Jean Johnson		
Bob Johnson			
Steven Johnstone			
Linda Jolly			
Harrison Jones		
Dick & Susie Jones		
Mike Jones			
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Allen Jones			
Rod & Aida Jurado		
Rene & Paul Kane		
John Kane			
Gary Kaupman			
Virginia Keese		
Carol Kemker			
Marilyn Kemp		
Dick & Jill Key			
Larry & Claire Keys		
Bob & Jane Kibler			
Myra Kibler			
Tina KIte		
Kirk & Kathy Knous		
Kathryn Kolb		
Keith & Leslie Kozicki		
Jeanne Kronsnoble		
Linda & Rich Kumfert
David Kyler
E. Cody Laird Jr.
Judy & Scott Lampert		
Jason Lane		
Jeff Langford			
Anke & Stephen Larkworthy
Harold Lavender			
Carolyn Lawrence			
Nolan & Patricia Leake
George Lee			
J. Brent Lee			
Bert Lent		
Greg Leonard			
Herb & Ferris Leslie
Ed & Jo Lewis			
Howard Lewis			
Robin & Mary Line		
Tommy & Collin Lines		
Larry Lioy			
Jacqueline Lloyd			
Susan Lockhart			
Levis Lockridge			
Bill & Susan Loeffler		
Ida Long			
Mary Lovings		
Patricia & Roy Lowe		
Herbert Lozott
Sandy Lyndon			
Kennedy Lyon			
Lydia S. Macauley		
Dena Maguire
Marshall & Nancy Mahone
Karola K. Mallinger		
Frank & Michelle Maloney
Frederick C. Marland
Annel B. Martin			
Ronald & Marchant Martin
Brent & Angela Martin		
Gail Mastin			
Charles H. Mathers		
Dennis McClure			
Dottie McCullar			
Jim McCurdy		
Camissa McCurdy			
Shirley & Rick McDonald		
Freda & John McFarlane		
Mark & Cindy McMann		
Mort & Helen Meadors		
Eston & Peggy Melton Jr.
Nancy & Ben Meluskey		
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Kitty & Tom Meyers		
Anita Michele			
Martin Mihalic			
Vicki Miller			
Phyllis H. Miller			
Laura Mitchell			
Tom Mitchell			
Gary Monk			
Mary Kay Moore			
Steve & Nancy Moorman		
John & Dorothy Morford		
Richard & Nancy Morris		
Randy & Barbara Moser		
Charles & Linda Mote		
Audrey Moylan			
Patricia Muesse			
Jeff & Doris Muir			
Edmund Mullinax			
Jo Myers
Dorothy S. Myers			
Gladys & Ned Mynatt		
Ed & Lee Nicholson		
Jill Nielsen		
Betty & Fred Nolting		
Hugh & Carolyn Nourse		
Colleen Nunn
Lou Ann Nunn			
Don O’Briant			
Beverly & John O’Connor		
Bruce O’Connor			
Erin Odom Collins		
George B. Owen Jr.		
Carol Ann Padgett		
Kris & Virginia Pagenkopf		
Dr. Lavonne Painter		
John Parrino			
Keith & Shirl Parsons		
Pete & Sally Parsonson
Linda & Thomas Partington
Phillip Patton			
Cynthia B. Pearson		
Rebecca Peterson
Angela Peterson		
Laura Pickett		
Parrie J. Pinyan		
Patricia P. Piper		
Susan Pleasant			
Chad Plumly			
David Pope
Rose Pope			
Larry & Becky Portwood		
Chris & Jim Powers		
Mrs. John W. Prince		
Linda Pringle			
Lee Pruett			
Lindsay Pullen		
Dr. Kitty Pupedis			
Steve & Carol Raeber		
Donis Rasmussen			
Betsy Reed			
Bobbie Reed			
John Reynolds			
Doug & Elaine Riddle		
George & Nancy Rivers		
Guynelle Robbins			
Bruce & Elaine Roberts		
Alyce Robertson		
Ronald & Carol Robeson

Cindy Roesel
Susan Rogers			
Phyllis Rogers			
James H. Rollins			
Jean Rose			
George & Helen Rose		
Bonnie Rubin			
Barbara L. Ruff			
Frances Rundlett			
Donald D. Russ			
Ronald Russell			
Steven Salamon
Catherine Sale		
Ron & Anne Sanders		
Ron & Deborah Sauder		
Joan & Frank Sauer		
Louis & Kathy Sawyer		
Sil Schell
John Schendel			
J.P. Schmidt			
Don Schwarz
Charlie & Laura Seabrook
Roberta Sedam		
Gebbie Sessions			
Donna & Mark Shearer		
Bob & Patricia Sheehan		
Robert & Jean Sheldon
Charles & Mary Beth Shepard
Paula & Chris Shiver
Sid Shortt		
Dudley Sisk		
Marianne & James Skeen
Vernon & Miriam Skiles		
Bill & Laura Slaugenhop
Susan & William Smart
Melissa Smart		
Robert G. Smiles Jr.
Jean & Robert Smilie		
Brenda Smith		
Randolph Smith
Jerry Smith		
Emily Smith		
Tommy Smith		
Cheri & Reggie Smith
Kim Smith & Tom Owens		
Helen Smith
Myles Smith
Michelle Smith			
Hong & Sunnie Son		
Ben & Fran Spearman		
Paul & Katherine Spencer		
Helen Stacey			
Jan & Dennis Stansell		
Marilyn & Ted Stapleton		
Mary Louise & Homer Stark
Herb & Allison Steely		
Martha Ann Stegar		
Kathryn J. Stege			
Steve Stevens			
Francis Stewart			
Chatty Stover			
Pam & John Strawn		
Liza Strub			
James Sullivan		
Dr.Edwin Swords			
Dorothy Takash			
Bill & Lynda Talmadge		
Nick Tatom			

Cal & Sandi Tax			
Margaretta Taylor			
Bill & Cherie Thompson		
Jane & Hugh Thompson		
Becky Thornton			
Rita Thrasher			
Al & Peggy Thrasher		
Tom Thrasher			
Jerry & Marie Thursby
Christine & G.W. Tibbetts		
Tom & Lynn Tolleson		
Bobbi Tower
Robert & Corbin Tucker		
Carl W. Tyler			
Lloyd & Bonnie Unnold		
Cole Van Houten			
J. Warner & Ann Veal		
Keith & Melanie Vickers		
Alice F. Von Stroud		
Nancy Waldrop			
Joan Walker		
Caleb Walker			
Jerome & Melissa Walker		
Jim & Patricia Walker		
Elizabeth & Kenneth Walton
Richard & Teresa Ware		
Mark Warren			
Edus & Harriet Warren		
David T. Watson			
Rebecca & Jonathan Watts Hull
Joseph B. Weaver		
Virginia & Carl Webb		
Joseph & Patricia Webb		
Egle G. Weiland		
Ed & Jane Weldon		
Herb & Myrna West		
Ruth West			
Vincent West			
Janet R. Westervelt		
James & Elaine Whitehurst
Marion & Martha Whitworth
Albert Wiggins
Anne Wilfer
Ansgar Wilke			
Sam & Barbara Williams		
Randy Willingham		
Mrs. Spain Willingham		
Susan Willis			
Biff & Beverly Wilson		
Bob & Meg Wilson		
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Wingfield
Larry Winslett			
William Witherspoon		
John & Inga Woodard		
Robert & Denise Wright		
Kay & Lynn Wylie			
Nancy M. Wylie			
Jacqueline S.Young		
Frank & Deborah Zimmerer
Phil Zinsmeister			
Jay & Terry Zipperman

2008 Business & Foundation Contributors
Business Contributors

Anderson Creek Retreat
Cadmus Construction
Drexler Shower Door Company, Inc.
North Georgia Mountain Outfitters, LLC
Ol’ Fart Trading Company
Rock-Tenn Company
Patagonia
REI
The Sentient Bean, LLC
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
SunTrust Bank

Supporting Organizations

Bent Tree Lake & Wildlife Committee
Garden Club of Ellijay
Georgia Appalachian Trail Club, Inc.
Georgia Conservancy
Georgia’s Streams/Fishtraps
Lake Burton Civic Association
Mountain High Hikers
Southern Appalachian Forest Coalition
Southern Environmental Law Center		
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta
Wildlands CPR

Supporting Foundations

Anonymous friends of Georgia ForestWatch		
Calvert Foundation
Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta
EMSA Fund, Inc.
Exposition Foundation, Inc.
Gay and Lesbian Atlanta Fund
Green Glasses Fund
Katherine John Murphy Foundation
Kendeda Fund
Lyndhurst Foundation
Montgomery Foundation
NetCorps		
R.E.M. / Athens LLC
R. Howard Dobbs, R. Foundation
Sapelo Foundation
Turner Foundation, Inc.
James and Ruth Wilder Foundation, Inc.

2008 Hemlock Woolly Adelgid Program Supporters
Anonymous
Jim Adderholdt
Frank and Anne Barron
Charles Beaumont
Bent Tree Lake & Wildlife Committee
Chris Berry
Oscar Bird
Jim and Peggy Bloom
Donna Born
Dan Bowden
James Bowie
Bill and Pat Brake
N.C. Brandon
Jim Breedlove

Robert and Lucinda Bunnen
Jim and Deb Campbell
Jean and Lewis Caputa
Pat Carden
Rod Chamberlain
Jim and Elaine Chaney
Marian Christian
Ronald and Pam Clemmons
Neil Conrad
Price and Rogena Cordle
Terry and Merry Croft
Nellie Currarino
Ed and Barb Dale
Helen Dalton

2008 Financial Report
Income
Contributions
Grants
Membership Dues
Program Fees
Sponsorships
Investment Income
Earned Income
Total Income

$72,455
85,000
16,315
9,068
13,450
5,202
1,950
$203,440

Program
Admin
Total Expenses

$156,230
64,357
$220,587

Expense

Net Income

- $17,147

Total Assets

$211,555

Betty Daniel
Rennie Davant
Jim and Hedy Dawson
Drexler Door Co.
Francine Dykes
Albert Eagan
Bruce Fabrick
Linda Fenner
Molly Ford
Elizabeth Fox
Thomas Gaither
John and Edna Garst
Joy Garrett
Joe Gatins
Georgia Appalachian Trail Club
William Goldstrohm
Tom Govus
Gary and Elizabeth Granger
Anne and Alan Hall
Frank Halter
Joy Hamby
Eleanor Hand
Robert and Margaret Hatcher
David Hersh
Sara Beth Hertwig
Robin and Janet Hitner
Patricia Holmes
Jene and Keith Horne
Jake Hutchins
Angelique Jackson
Felton Jenkins
Priscilla Jenkins
Carol Kemker
Marilyn Kemp
Myra Kibler
Leslie and Keith Kozicki
Jeanne Kronsnoble
George Lee
Rick McDonald
Martin and Shari Mihalic

Phyllis Miller
Laura Mitchell
George and Nancy Montgomery
Dorothy Myers
Hugh Nourse
George Owen
Carol Ann Padgett
Pete and Sally Parsonson
Bobbie Reed
Doug and Elaine Riddle
George and Helen Rose
Frances Rundlett
Wiliam Sauder
John Schendel
Roberta Sedam
The Sentient Bean
Robert Sheehan
Robert and Jean Sheldon
Charles and MaryBeth Shepard
Jerry Smith
Sunnie Son
Homer Stark
Francis Stewart
Chatty Stover
Dorothy Takash
Margaretta Taylor
Tom Thrasher
Lynn Tolleson
Turner Foundation, Inc.
Carl Tyler
Elizabeth Walton
David Watson
Egle Gatins Weiland
Al Wiggins
Sam Williams
Randy Willingham
Mrs. Spain Willingham
William Witherspoon in honor
of Kristine Johnson
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Georgia ForestWatch welcomes
the following new members
Thomas Bennett
Jim Chapman
Jen Cleere
Richard Hawkins
Joel Hitt
Laurence Holden
Howard Lewis
Patricia Muesse
Donis Rasmussen
John Schendel
Don Schwarz
Gebbie Sessions
Kim Smith and Tom Owens

A fond farewell
and a warm hello
We bid a fond farewell to Kathy Herrygers, who
served for more than three years as ForestWatch
office manager. Kathy inspired us with her creative
storytelling and her huge capacity for helping those
in need, especially the many hours each week she
volunteered for the local animal shelter, Homeward
Bound. Thanks to Kathy’s tireless effort as an animal
rescuer, countless abandoned and neglected dogs now
have homes. Kathy, thank you for everything and we
wish you a good journey – know that you are loved!
As this issue was going to press, we hired a new office
manager. We welcome Jill Gottesman, who has already
stolen our hearts! You will learn more about Jill in the
next issue, but in the mean time feel free to call or stop
by the office and say hello. n

NOTICE:
We’ve changed to a new database. Please contact
us if you notice any issues with your contact info,
membership status, or communications from us.

Georgia ForestWatch
15 Tower Rd.
Ellijay, GA 30540

706-635-8733
www.gafw.org
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